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Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Australia
Day 2 – Magdalena Velevska
BY JACQUIE LEE ON MAY 2, 2012

Magdalena Velevska brought the aquatic life to Mercedes Benz Australian Fashion Week
yesterday  with her underwater-inspired SS12 collection.

The Australia National Maritime Museum’s picturesque harbour v iews provided the perfect
backdrop for Velevska‘s collection, inspired by  stingrays, 50′s swimming costumes and 60′s prints.

“Each of my  collections are heavily  worked and embellished in modern and innovative ways, and
this season is no exception,” Velevska told marie claire magazine. “Circles are glossy  in point de muse
embroidery , fringing is lighter and summary , knitwear is shear and textured and fluid lines are
bugle beaded and cross-stitched.”

These embellishments seemed slightly  more pared back this time around, as Velevska let her fluid
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These embellishments seemed slightly  more pared back this time around, as Velevska let her fluid
silhouettes do most of the talking.

“The detailed stitching was a distinct continuation for Magdalena,” added marie claire’s junior
fashion editor, Chloe Finley . “She kept the fringing light this year though, instead choosing to focus
on hand-embroidered patches, which gives the collection beautiful detail.”

Known for her love of bold colours, the designer took an understated turn with her SS12 palette. The
season’s pastel trend was ev ident with delicate shades of blush, caramel, seafoam green and snow
white, alongside smoky  charcoals, inky  blacks and eye-popping yellows. Make-up was kept as
minimalistic as could be expected, with dewy skin and bronzed cheeks letting the submarine yellow
lips steal the show; while hair remained slicked back in tight coils as detailed and streamlined as the
clothes themselves.
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Mercedes-Benz
Fashion Week
Australia Day 3 –
Lisa Ho & bec +
bridge
BY JACQUIE LEE ON MAY 2,
2012

Lisa Ho and bec + bridge
turned up the heat on day
three of Mercedes Benz
Fashion Week Australia
with their steamy  tropical-
inspired collections. Bringing
new
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1, 2012

The place?  Sy dney .  The
season?  Spring/summer
201 2 collections.  The ev ent?
Yup, y ou guessed it, it’s
Mercedes-Benz Fashion
Week Australia. It’s
fashion week again, hoorah!
The ev ent
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2012
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Australian fashion fav ourites
Romance Was Born kicked
off Mercedes Benz Fashion
Week for 201 2 this
morning. And what a way  to
begin. Romance Was Born
designers
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